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Had to replace my drive belt (each & every tooth on the belt had the ‘Pack [sic] Man Cracks’ illustrated in the service 
manual – yikes!) and sprockets (trans & rear wheel) @ 115,000 miles – so it made sense to replace the rear tire at the 
same time… 
 
The tire had about 2-1/2 32nds left – so some would say I rode it farther than I should have (those who feel anything less than 3/32 is 
wrong); some would say I replaced it just a bit early (go for that ½ 32nd to get it down to 2/32); and some that I left too much of tread on 
the tire (those that go for cords showing).  For the labor savings – I felt the time was right. 
 
The riding characteristics remained unchanged throughout the entire 15,000 miles.  Very smooth ride with improved handling. 
 
Just as at 10,000 miles - perfectly even wear on both tires.  No evidence of cupping or other uneven wear.  
 
Now for the tread wear numbers: 
 
From the Dunlop tire website:                   

 
 

I measured tread depth at several points around each tire before they were installed and found the listed depth to be very consistent.   
After the 15,000 miles, I again measured at many points around, and on both sides, of the each tire.  In both instances – the 
measurements were taken just to the inside of the tread wear indicator that is molded into the tire.  To validate the measurement, I then 
also measured on the tread wear indicator – these measurements on the indicator were consistently 1/32 less – which is the height of 
the indicator. 
 
The front tire has 5/64 (2.5/32) left at 15,000 miles; while the rear had 1/64 (or 0.5/32).  Raw math gives: 
 

Usable % of Implied Anticipated Previous Anticipated
Initial Usable Depth @ Usable Total Expected Total Miles Increase
Depth Depth* 15,000 Remaining Miles Miles Experienced %

Front 6/32 10/64 5/64 50.0% 30,000 30,000 26,000 15.4%
v    Actual   v

Rear 11/32 20/64 1/64 5.0% 15,800 15,100 13,000 16.2%
 

* Usable depth meaning anticipated tire replacement at tread wear indicator depth with 1/32 remaining on the tire. 
 
The Implied Total Expected Miles is the result of the math.  The Anticipated Total Miles is based on my real world experience that tire 
wear is not linear.  It has been my experience that the front tire will last somewhat longer than linear math would indicate; while rear 
tires last somewhat less. 
 
In the 10,000 mile update I mentioned that it appeared the rear tire was showing a greater longevity gain than the front.  Recall the rear 
has only one balancer device, while the front has two.  Well, it seems the rear tire does not have a linear wear rate, which the front is 
now appearing to exhibit.  So, now I’d say about a 15% advantage looks about right for both. 
 
Unfortunately, the friend that had Dyna Beads in his tires had a very scary experience – ran over a 2x4 in the road and got nail 
punctures in both tires – so I don’t have that comparison available to me any longer. 
 
So the only disadvantage with the balancer devices is what I mentioned at 10,000 miles regarding use of the style disc lock I 
had. 
 
While not inexpensive – for the increased tire life and better wear & handling – I recommend giving these a try. 
 
I replaced the rear Elite 3 with a Michelin Commander II.  Don’t normally like to mix tire brands, but with the Centramatic 
devices, it may be a while before the front needs replacement and I wanted to see what kind of mileage I might get, with the 
balancing device, out of a tire that already claims to last significantly longer. 
 
Time will tell…  The next update will be upon replacing the front tire – so down the road a while…  maybe a long while… 


